Good News: Sober October is over!!
Ooh, no,
not for
me yet..!

..not for
me!

Aah, I’ll
drink it
all
then!!!!

Jolly good,
more for
me then!!!

Move for Movember !
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
November: Teutonic
December: Forest gump
January: Haven’t Got One
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Hash Club

(fake)

News

Promising new
Grumps….

Only grumpy Hashers over 70 accepted.

Silly Pub Jokes
Sitting in the pub having
drinks with Bear, I
casually pointed to old
drunks sitting across the
bar from us and said
“That’s us in ten years”.
He said “That’s a mirror,
dipshit!”

We were in Shetland and a white
horse walked into the pub and asked
for a whisky.
The land lord said:” Hey, we’ve got a
whisky named after you.” The horse
replied: “What, George?”
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When my granddad was 65
He started running a mile a day to
keep fit.
He’s now 70 and we have no idea
where he is!
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CH3 Run 2065, Sunday 29th April 2018
The Duncombe Arms, Waresley, SG19 3BS
http://duncombe-arms.com/

Hares: Blowback & Little Blow
Visitors: Careless & Walkie-Talkie
from the Rutland Hash

http://www.rutlandhhh.co.uk/default1.ht
ml

Before we start off by moaning, er ‘mentioning’ that despite it being 23 degs on the 19 th April ( my
birthday and the warmest April for 70 years apparently, not that anyone is old enough to challenge
that except my Uncle Reg who is 951), a mere 10 days later and it was 6.5 degs, slate grey with a
‘keen’2 northerly wind.
The pub has been refurbished in recent years and it was very well done up and it was only at the
end of the trail when we were queuing up for beer that we realised that the management were
trying to recoup their outlay at the rate of about £1 per pint in excess of what we’d expect much to
everyone’s disbelief. Ho hum.
Oddly though, there was a massive arrival of folk including Sox & Horny, School Boy’s Dream, the
very welcome return of Forest Dump & Spicy Bear and also Ettles, Unmentionable & Jetstream,
Shamcock, hares Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Jospehine Bastard, Muff Diver& Hangover
Blues, Googly, Antar, Taxi, Double Top, Toed Bedsores & Computer, Haven’t Got One, Czech Her
Out Orion & new baby (sorry , just didn’t get a chance to get his name - don’t flame the tall scribe
at this point, you’ve got something to read, so don’t be picky) Klinger & Kling On, Slaphead, Only
Me, Big Leg, Debonnaire, Checkpoint + Fraser, Big Swinger. Pugwash & Chris, Horny, Sox &
Muthatucka + a recuperating (i.e. not running) Wimp & Calamity, Deep Shit, Shiggy 2 shoes,
Legover & Son Mathew
This was also despite the fact that it’s Mojacar season, so we’d lost Pedro & Imelda, Benghazi,
While You’re Down there, Papparazzi & El Rave to the warmer climes (sensible folk!). So a good
turn out despite weather fit enough to put any normal person off venturing outside………….well,
normal folk that is.
There were a couple of visitors from the Rutland hash Careless & Walkie-Talkie and as I was
perusing their website, I couldn’t help but snigger at the disclaimer on their page that reads
Disclaimer and Liability Waiver: Whilst we will look after hashers as much as we are able, Rutland Hash
House Harriers (RHHH) will not accept any liability or responsibility for any loss, damage, injury, trauma,
death or mental distress however caused or sustained by any participant in any events or associated with
them. By agreeing to participate, participants expressly waive their rights to pursue RHHH and those who
have organized the events, those associated with the events, officers, management, sponsors, close relatives,
friends, blokes they've met in pub or anyone else. Participation is deemed as agreement with this liability

1
2

I did ask, but he couldn’t reliably compare the two “so he claimed” tsk tsk…………
Read that as “fucking cold”
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waiver and will indemnify the RHHH against claims, costs
and damages. Participants accept that hashing What

smashing folk visit us 😊
Anyway, the circle was called and we all looked on in a
state of anxiety at Blowback who was calmly explaining
where we could and couldn’t go and dogs must be on
leads etc, but the thing making us anxious was the
sheer level of mud coming off him at all levels having
just laid the trail……… what could possibly go wrong?
With the GM absent Big Swinger strode into the circle, explained everything to the visitors and the
symbols were explained by the hares (and also for Taxi just in case) and
then we were off.
The trail snaked past the picturesque church and past this staggeringly
ugly house and we were into a very nice little farm where chickens were
roaming majestically across the wetlands.

The trail cunningly diverted off left down a hill and then right back up the
hill and I thought that can be hazardous, particularly where drinking is
involved, and that hashers, by their very nature, can be buffoons.

I was onto a good thing as Deep shit had called the on, but I was immensely irritated to see a
turnback, luckily I bought a few of my beloved friends with me to experience the same deep sense
of joy that I had at that point.
We ran back to the check and the trail diverted back through the farm and headed off to the open
fields which were fortunately extremely exposed so we all had a chance to fully develop bronchial
pneumonia and get the best from the day.
Muthatucka, Muff Diver, Horny and your scribe appeared to be out in front where the talk was all
bout a successful beer & burger bash on bikes on the Friday. Muff Diver & I then switched to
moaning about work – him moaning about hospitals and IT systems and me moaning about
whinging old thick retired bastards.
It’s always worth remembering that just because someone is old, it doesn’t mean that they weren’t
a thief/Nazi-seal clubbing-paedophile/football thug/murderer when they were younger – they’re
just an older version of the bastard they always were.
Once we were safely out of the biting wind, there was a couple of neat false trails and we came to a
Checkpoint. Of the 5 potential trails, the bluebell laden wood looked most inviting, so I lead the way
in there while Horny, Mutha Checkpoint herself and Deep Shit tried out several other trails to no
avail.
The woods were beautiful and there were several dog walkers and families out for a bracing but
civilised walk which was only marred by several foul oaths and cries of “on on” and occasionally
“arrrghh, bugger” rang out from all directions as the hares had laid the trail through easily the
boggiest shig filled swampland we’ve seen in years – it really was a work of art and reminiscent of
the Somme some 100 years earlier, the only difference that we weren’t being fired on by the Hun.
That said, if we did wander off trail, Blowback had warned us that we might get shot by an enraged
farmer – plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose as they say3.
The pack had fragmented into several groups and we could all just about hear each other but no
one could see a thing, the hares had done a spectacularly good job and everyone was shig
3

In France they say that, generally not in Waresly though
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encrusted, wet and thoroughly lost. At one point I couldn’t help but snigger as Matthew ran ahead
leaving one shoe in the shiggy filled quagmire. He did have the presence of mind to stop running,
but it was pure comedy gold.
The trail darted off the main drag of the forest and we eventually hit some firmer ground. Various
folk erupted from all sides and we hadn’t lost too many
hashers and we could still hear Klinger shouting On On,
but he was nowhere to be seen.
The trail really was a classic and we eventually
emerged from the wood about 150m from where we’d
gone in, but we’d easily done a mile plus in the forest
and had managed to acquire something along the lines
of a cubic metre of mud with us too. A short stretch up
a hill to us to a check which took us to a stile and a very
British queue formed, ignoring this, Horny found a gap
in the hedge and a few of us technically pushed in. The
trail appeared to go nowhere but there was an inviting tree lined path which turned out to be the
trail. By this time most of the pack had re-grouped and after another 0.5 of a mile, the On Inn was
spotted and there was a farm, hinting at possible civilisation, warmth and possibly even beer.
The trail lead back into the very farm where we’d initially had the first false trail and the hares had
masterfully used economies of scale and re-used part of a false trail as
the on inn route – now that’s impressive. I mused on this as I ran
alongside a sprightly Toed Bedsores who at 72 is still as fit a as a
mongoose.
So, the end was in sight (no, not that end, that was a very hung over &
feeling delicate Double Top) and we eventually saw the trail run back
through the farm and past the church & ugly house and with that it
was all over.
Back in the pub, I bought Bastard a beer and even he was staggered
when the £10 I’d produced didn’t cover 2 beers & a packet of peanuts.
After a brief rest, the circle was
called and Big leg dished out these
down downs.
Big Swinger also dished out a few
and generally most folk seemed
happy that the circle was
mercifully short and they could all go back inside where their
wallets could be further eviscerated by the enthusiastic pricing.
From a personal view point, I can heavily recommend avoiding
“Unfiltered London Pride” at all costs – Not only does it have all
of the taste brewed out of it, but its also eyeball-gougingly
expensive and freezing cold too – a triple whammy of
disappointment.
Still a shig filled 5.5 mile masterpiece of a trail and through a beautiful Bluebell wood too – Very
thoughtful hares & well laid, thank you.
On On

Big Blouse
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RUN 2066, 6th MAY 2018
THE DYKES END, REACH,
Hare:- Big Leg
In spite of not actually doing this run, (unless you
include hobbling across the village green), I was
chosen as the obvious person to do the run write up.
So with a certain amount of artistic licence, here we
go.
It was a lovely spring day, a fair was being set up on the green, and live
music was wafting across the village. Status Quo was on stage and as they
played Hashing All Over The World as we started off across the green, I
knew it was going to be a good one. Running through Hyde Park and across
the front of Buckingham Palace, the Queen and Prince Philip gave us all a
wave. I know they were keen hashers in their younger days. On past the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon, around the Taj Mahal (the real one, not your
local take away), and on to the Colossus of Rhodes (all roads lead to
Rhodes). I thought that running the whole length of the Great Wall of China
would be a ball breaker but being cheered on by Chairman Mao gave us a
great psychological boost. Nice guy. On back through the Middle East, Petra
was still there not having been blown up by those lovely Al Qaeda people.
On west, under the Brandenburg Gate, quick wave to Adolf, ferry to Corsica
to say bonjour to Napoleon, north through France and under the Arc de
Triomphe for the drink stop. After some delicious vin rouge and croissants,
we jogged back through the channel tunnel and back to the pub to the
strains of “Born to Run”, Bruce Springsteen having taken to the stage after
the Quo. (Rumour has it that the Stones will be playing there next year.
Jumping Jack Flash is a hash hash hash?)
Down downs were given to Prince Philip for not being a prat, Chairman Mao
for his great contribution to human rights, Napoleon Bonaparte for not
having delusions of grandeur, Osama Bin Laden for saving thousands of
lives, and Adolf Hitler for his liberal views on race and sexuality.
Well laid Big Leg (no sexual pun intended).

Lightning.
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CH3 Run 2070, Sunday 3rd June ’18
The Pig & Falcon, St Neots
(An abridged run write-up version)

Hare – Wimp
Visitor - Double Dickhead from the Cape Town Hash House Harriers http://cthash.weebly.com/
The Words
We’ve been to the Pig & Falcon about 4 or 5 times in recent years and a cursory glance at their
website, it’s easy to see why; “Wide range of beers and ciders!
As nearby parking was free the pub was known as a top boozer and it was warm, lots of folk came
out to play including While You’re Down There, Unmentionable & Jetstream, Muff Diver &
Hangover Blues, Googly, Double Top, Debonaire, Dave El Rave, the Earl of Pampisford, Pedro &
Imelda, Squeak, It’ll come off , Haven’t Got One, Czech Her Out Orion & Orson, Klinger & Kling
On, Slaphead, Only Me, Big Leg, Debonaire, Fraser, Big Swinger, Horny, hare Wimp, Shiggy 2
shoes, Legover, Benghazi, Slaphead, Beer Stop, Only Me, Goldfinger +Tie Me Up Buttercup + unnamed Dave.
It was about 24-25Degs and for the record,
hare Wimp had also laid the previous weeks
trail and by some miracle balls up had
completely forgotten that he’d also been
jointly booked this run for the following
week too, so the poor bloke has done a
MASSIVE amount of work to lay these two
trails on two consecutive weeks
The trail weaved in & around the reserve
and while there were some bits of the trail
we’d seen before, by God Wimp kept us
guessing time & time again and eventually
we saw the trail apparently crossed the river
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but unfortunately no one bought the idea …….
That was a successful and brilliant 6.5 mile trail and very well marked with about a tree’s worth of
sawdust, thank you Wimp and a TOP on on provided by Big Swinger.
Down Down’s
It’s more fun in the sun, so there were loads of DD’s
Hare – Wimp for a great trail. Big Leg then gave Big Swinger a DD for ”throwing beer about” (no,
I’ve no idea either but my notes aren’t that extensive so there.
Big Swinger gave Jetstream a DD for specifically requesting a certain type of beer, then apparently
saying feck it and going to the pub anyway (??).
Tie Me Up Buttercup got a DD for “failing to bring any totty” to the pub this week (as if the men on
the hash aren’t totty enough, tsk tsk………..)
RA Big Leg then took the circle and gave Tie Me Up Buttercup & Only Me a DD for something to do
with a cup ??.
Kermit & Debonaire were given a DD for disappearing off into the nature reserve together.
Wimp for slapping Blouse on the back with a Floury Hand (Wimp attacks Blouse)
(!), and finally, Big Blouse got a DD for admitting that this very run write up was the 40th he’d
written, so the choir helpfully sang “Get a life”.
A great and different trail and a wonderful day, thank you for the trail Wimp & Big Swinger for the
top beer stop,

On On

Big Blouse
(You can read the full version on http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php)
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Run No: 2072

Date: 17-Jun-2018
Venue: Black Horse, Brent Pelham, Brent Pelham
Hares: Paparazzi & Big Swinger
Scribe: Muthatuka
With the absence of most of the pack at the Indo nostalgia, it fell to Big Swinger to
take the mantle of acting adult, and lead us through the circle. Papaz had chosen a
particularly fragrant piece of the English countryside to hash in, mostly covered
with beach and oak trees.
Before we started we were introduced to a couple of visitors – Fallen Angel and
Doctor Digger, famed for hashing with the Cambridge HHH run number 4 in the
1970s, - he’s a founding father! - and from Edmonton full moon hash Canada!
And not even boring!
Cue a Blouse round of jokes.. which he did.
The Black Horse was popular enough to warrant its own district signage, but still
obscure enough to make difficult to find.. there were latecomers. I blame the map.
Sadly the House is more gastropub than boozer, but the winning formula was still
being applied, so the place was full! God bless barmaids and good beer.
And so we set off into the green countryside, straight into Hall Wood, along and
around the intriguingly named Cakebreads Lane (track) Try as I might I could not
find any French connection in the local history, but am sure the local Chamberlain
must have had a frog mistress of blue blood at sometimes in the distant past.
After a few spectacular back checks ( I mean Debonair calibre here ) we
encountered Oxbry Wood, then Beeches Wood, I waz gloriously lost.. and then..
5Miles out, we espied a BS in sawdust – nirvana awaited. And so it was – but in
Pimms! Fortunately the 3 cans of strong beer went a little way to slake the thirst –
and then the cakes were revealed. Ahhhh
Centre of gravity suitably lowered, we trudged off to the pub just around the
corner, surrounded by the scent of Elderflower.
Fines: The visitors! Obviously.
Shoppers on trail – Papz and Generator - late beerstop nibbles?
Snogging – Horny for making a hash of it at a kissing gate.
Lost - Big Swinger – for setting the trail South of Cambridgeshire, instead
of actually in it.

On ON!
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Run No: 2074

Date: 01-Jul-2018
Venue: The Black Horse, Dry Drayton
Hares: Benghazin &
Scribe: Mr Titanic
Sunday, the 1st of July 2018 hash number 2074 I think I've just carried dizzy the dog over
sty because there was no holes and now we are stuck at the gate and there's two houses
there I don't know the names what's your well I'm trying to dictate the notes ha ha
hapassing some fields on the right with some horses look like they wanna join in.just
reached a clearing for the fashions clingy Dave the rave hand a few others looking totally
lost three options here so we are completely confused where we are on on down below if
you have found this avenue have beautiful orchards. Just reach the road caught up with
mother and smother her ashes but I know now it's back through the gate and how long the
field that's good honey yeah where is your where is your dog is it ,only go past the field
Avenue Lisa and crops m I were really electric now just passing bedsores and Claire no I ..of
course bringing your phone on the hair is it soon so I will probably get down down for this
if I'm lucky said Klinger wimp has just running with checkpoint at the moment we seem to
have a similar place she is running in blue today with a hat and black trousers just had a
check back went and told it for me have gone past again and Jetstream has just caught up
he's wearing white black leopardskin hat just passed us but today no black Labrador who is
having a rest. Hold it for me has just gone by and thanked me for writing this but could be
a load of rubbish. Some of the last paragraph is out of order by the way. On on. It's a
beautiful sunny day blue skies very hot about 27° I think just approaching a field full of rape
seed Yellowfield hand checkpoint. Generator is here not checking it out as usual oh sorry
she checked out the last one. well we want to but have to check back so just overtaken by
hold it for me and went for the third time. Here we are in a beautiful field full of cows ashes
approaching from different directions or are they both okay and some sheep dizzy the dog
is on the lead.just 2 miles in large field hashers council and sheep and the dog.. good
morning Begari good morning we just met in the kissing gate but this he doesn't get a
kiss.now running down a cool shaded path and arriving at a new road and a CH3 arrow
which says turn right. Then off up the hill through the crop fields on under another shaded
path very pleasant A a small aeroplane passes overhead. Over a little wooden bridge and
now we have done 3 miles hopefully halfway maybe we are now running with
unmentionable and Antar and we just reach the checkpoint called LE a RL. Another path
shaded by woods just what we need and mother and checkpoint passes.we can hear traffic
in the distance maybe we are near the A14. Passing another field of turnips parsnips planted
in Nidaros there must be millions and alas there is another check back however there is no
sign of some of the front runners. There is a sneaky right turning halfway through to the
road that explains it and it is not the A14 at all it is what it is the bar Hill loop. And turn left
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up another path partially tree covered and tree lined up a slight gradient and here is.be a
stop who says follow the trail to the best of. just passed 4 mile point. Passing field on the
right full of beans hey look like broad beans and they taste very nice. When passing
through A small housing estate to the best up at 4 1/2 miles. Where we all met up with the
walkers for some ghost hello ship sale and chocolate cake and a whole washing up bottle
of water for dizzy then just ran the corner back down to the pub. And we have just met Oo
Lala who walked round the trail. So down down to 2 visitors from Hong Kong Hong Kong
dressed in yellow to attract flies and today has been Ghazi and they stop One for a
checkpoint but she's already checked out for swearing on the trail was awarded to permit
for being a lookalike. One donated to send gentleman what's the score to Antara. A down
down awarded to the big Springer for going in the opposite direction to the arrow. One to
me that the Titanic for writing is rubbish. Another countdown to coming. One for when he
lost his passport overboard. Are you down down for 10 bedsores for deciding it and for
caring it out.
Having dictated the main body of the report during the run what is left is for me to summarize and
dictateinto my iPad as I relax in my bath.
Having just watch the Austrian Grand Prix after getting back from the hash in which young max one
in Austria for Redbull. I don't know how many of you have tasted Redbull but it is amazing they can
sell enough stuff to run formula 1 team. Can you fart on a recent Monday hash he has decided we
would pick up litter and Karolis. It was amazing that all the cans of Redbull picked up off the street
was still half full except for one that just goes to show there is at least one person outthat fact likes it.
Just think how well they could do they marketed a nice been bitch no beer. My iPad does not
understand bitch beer.
To summarize we started at Blackhorse Public accounts and drive tonight and we went for our smiles
and hot sunny weather and some nice countryside was not fiancé sublease Siri call me John Savill
and enjoyable be strong.
Actually this is not working at all we have a new boss it is a Victoria and Albert and to be honest the
acoustics do not seem to work with I'm tired of Siri next time Will have to try the other bath which
is a Betting bath.
Mr Titanic;-
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Runs for November 2018
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Hare raiser it`ll come off

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Run No. 2092: 04-Nov-2018
Admiral Vernon, Over, CB24 5NB
Sunday Roast £10.95, phone 01954 232357 or
use contact form on website www.admiralveronover.co.uk to book a table.
Hares: Jetstream &
Unmentionable
Run No. 2093: 11-Nov-2018
Pig and Abbot, Abington Pigotts,
SG8 0SD
Hares Googly
Poppies Obligatory
Run No. 2094: 18-Nov-2018
Crown and Cushion,
Great Gransden, SG19 3AT
Hares Toed Bedsores
Run No. 2095: 25-Nov-2018
TBD
Hares El Rave & Paparazzi

Grand Master - Big Leg

Grand Mattress - Antar

Joint Master - School Boys Dream & Jonah Dick

Emeritus Grand Master - Googly

Religious Advisor - Kermit

Hare Raiser - it`ll come off

Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores

Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro

Beer Master - Benghazi

Song Master - Taxidermist

Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi

Hash Horn - Muff Diver

Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Fat Controler - Gorilla
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